
 

The most prominent feature on the left half of the cliff is the huge roof. Almost Cut My Hair passes the left end of this 
roof and My Mind Is a Blank pulls through it. A few feet right of My Mind Is a Blank is a right-facing corner with a 
fissure behind; this is Spring Vacation, 5.0. 

1  Don't Know Much About Biology 5.7 Short but fun. 
2 Not on My Face You Don't 5.8 A bit harder and longer. The left end of the cliff is marked by a shallow, right-
diagonal-ing overhang formed by a series of small corners and flakes. 
3  Don't Stop Till You See the Whites of My Eyes 5.9 Start at the base of the right-diagonaling overhang. 
4 Little Devil 5.11 Pull over 2 points on a small right-facing arete and climb the thin face (crux) to buckets.  
5 A Mind Is a Terrible Thing to Waste 5.9 * Starting under the right-diagonaling overhang, move up and left and 
make strenuous moves up better-than-expected holds to a steep, juggy finish. An easier start is 5 ft to the right.  
6 Wasted 5.10 PG/R At the overhang, traverse right, then up. 
7 The Militant Left 5.11 Also known as The Worlds Easiest Five-Eleven. Starting just left of a right-facing corner, 
climb straight up and through the overhang. The exit right is 5.9. 
8 The Militant Right 5.9 * G Start directly under a right-facing corner capped by a small roof. Climb the corner, then 
make awkward moves to the overhang. Turn this to the left, then move slightly right to finish on juggy holds. 
9 Pop Test 5.10 Climb up right of the right-facing corner, then pull the roof. The right-hand variation is a cop-out. 
10 Almost Cut My Hair 5.9+ After a pumpy layback start, pass the left end of the huge roof. 
11  Barber Pole 5.11+ Boulder up onto the ramp. 
12 It's Late September 5.7 PG/R Start in the big right-facing comer under the huge roof. Finish on Almost Cut My 
Hair or hand-traverse the crack and finish on Fill in the Blank. 
13 Kidstuff 5.11+ Traverse the big roof left to right, with hands above and feet below. Not shown. 
14  Final Fxam 5.12 Testpiece. Start midway between It's Late September and My Mind is a Blank. Break through the 
roof at a prominent right-facing corner. Not shown. 
15  My Mind Is a Blank 5.11 * PG Climb straight up the face on small edges and pull the roof at a small weakness. 
16 Fill in the Blank 5.11+ 
17 Techno-Dweeb 5.10 (FA Tom Callaghan, 1985) 
18  Spring Vacation 5.0 G Climb the right-facing corner with a fissure behind. 
19 Send Money 5.7 Climb up the center of the face. 
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The right half of the cliff is broken by several right-facing corners.  One of the leftmost of these has a diagonaling finger crack to the 
right of it, starting halfway up the otherwise blank face. This diagonaling crack is Exercise Left to the Reader. Closer to the right end of 
the cliff, a grunge gully separates Jocks and Preppies. To the right of Spring Vacation is a face with many horizontal edges on the 
lower half. The next three climbs start on this face. 

20 More Money 5.7 * Start straight up the center of the face, then trend distinctly right, following the line of least 
resistance to the top. 

21  Road Trip 5.7 
22 All Holds Barred 5.11 Contrived and height-related, but a good crimp test. Go straight up the clean face between 
two small right-facing corners. The only good hold allowed is under the right end of the overhang.  
23 Exercise Left to the Reader 5.9+ * G The chimney to the left is off route. Face climb up to the slanting crack. 
Climb the crack. The rounded finish is not often done. 
24  Flunked Again 5.10 Face climb to the right of the      previous route. There are a few variations. 
25  Extra Points 5.10+ Climb through the overhang and join Flunked Again. Beware of sharp holds. 
 
The following routes are on the short, right-most section of the cliff. 
26 Nerds 5.8 
27 Jocks 5.6 
28 Preppies 5.6 Climb to the right of the grunge gully. 
29 Seven Sisters  5.4 
30 Mike Doonesbury Returns 5.7 
31 Mal-triculation  5.5 
32 Girdle Traverse 5.11 Generally done left to right. Has been done in under four and a half minutes. A much 
easier bouldering traverse can be found on the low wall at the right end of the crag.  

 

 
 



 

Hard Knocks Boulder 
This boulder is located across the trail from the south end of the cliff. (All FA Gus Lambregst & Larry 
LaForge, c. 1981, except Problem Set.) 

 

 
1  The Algebraist 5.8The sit start from a pointy stone is 5.10. 
2  Problem Set V7 Hard dyno off of small sharp crimps. Not shown. 
3 The Militant Fist 5.9 
4 Affair with Professor Higgins 5.4 
5  Crack a Book 5.5 The off-width crack. 

 
 
 

 


